
RESEARCH PROBLEMS 

1. J. L. Brenner: Group theory. 

In each of the alternating groups An, 4 <n < 10, there is an element 
an such that every element g of the group is similar to a commutator 
of an: g = u~l{anyan1y~l)u1 where u, y depend on g, but an does not. 

Find those alternating groups which enjoy this property. Some 
infinite alternating groups do, some do not. Those groups which en
joy this property are among the least complicated simple groups. 
(Received February 26, 1960.) 

2. Olga Taussky : Discuss the location of the eigenvalues of the Jordan 
product of two hermitian matrices. 

The product of two nXn hermitian matrices A and B is not in 
general hermitian and its eigenvalues are, in general, not even real 
unless one of the matrices is positive definite. The Jordan product 
AB+BA is, however, hermitian. In order to study its eigenvalues it 
is permissible to assume that one of the matrices, A, say, is in diag
onal form with eigenvalues «i, • • • , an. The Jordan product then 
coincides with the Hadamard-Schur product of the matrix (<Xi+ak) 
and B. I t was pointed out recently by M. Marcus and N. A. Khan 
(Canad. Math. Soc. Bull. vol. 2 (1959) pp. 81-83) that the Hada
mard-Schur product of two nXn matrices X—{xih) and Y—{ync)y 

i.e. the matrix (xiky%k), is a principal minor of the Kronecker product 
of X and F. Hence for hermitian factors the eigenvalues of the 
Hadamard-Schur product lie in the interval spanned by the products 
%irjk where the £» are the eigenvalues of X and the r)k are the eigen
values of F, each taken in any order. Since the eigenvalues of 
((Xi+ak) are easily computed, bounds for the eigenvalues of AB+BA 
can be obtained. These bounds are, however, much too large while 
the maxima and minima of lafik, which are bounds for commuting 
A and B, are not bounds in the general case (jS* being the eigenvalues 
of B). (Received September 29, 1959.) 

3. F. H. Brownell: Tauberian theorem problem. 

Let F(K) be a real valued function of real X ^ 0 which is of bounded 
variation over every finite interval [0, iV], which is continuous at X = 0 
with F(0) = 0 , and which has f£er*\ dFÇK) \ < + oo for real *>0. With 
s = t+iv, t and v real, define g(s) by the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral 
g(s) = jQe-^dFÇK), analytic in 2>0. Let F satisfy the conditions that 
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